TODAY'S TOP STORIES

1. Patterson Companies report record 2015 Q4, Ultradent receives ethics award, new Biolase CEO & more – 11 dental company key notes Full story

2. Drs. Martin Zase, Duy Nguyen & more – 6 dentists making headlines Full story

3. The 6 roadblocks to dental implants & how a new center is reconfiguring the route Full story

4. How can technology make clinician collaboration and communication easier and more efficient in your hospital or health system? Click here to learn more and register.

5. DentaQuest appoints two new board members: 4 things to know Full story

6. Western Dental to stop accepting new Denti-Cal patients, calls the program broken: 8 things to know Full story

7. American Fitness Index: Top 10 most fit metropolitan areas Full Story